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Weekend Communique

WEEKLY UPDATE

The week was fun-filling with full of engaging activities making

learning accessible and fun for our high-spirited students who are

always brimming with energy, positivity and ready to accept newer

challenges. As we begin the Holy month of Ramadan, we take this

opportunity to wish you all ‘Ramadan Kareem’.

MATH – LEARNING ZONES

Learning zones are designed in a way to support learning and

make it more interesting. In Unit 2, since the students are learning

3D shapes, so we have designed SHAPE STATION to enhance their

knowledge on 3D shapes. Practical learning experience create

greater impact than bookish knowledge. That is where our purpose

of establishing Learning zones fall into place.

UPCOMING EVENTS – EOU Exams

As we near the EOU exams from next week, we would like to

remind you all that the schedule for exams and timetable along

with the revision worksheets are uploaded on My Learning. Kindly

follow up with your child so that he/she could attempt the exams

with confidence and score well.



EVS - ANIMALS

Just as sponge absorbs water, our little explorers have absorbed

more about animals this week. They have further discovered the

food habits of animals, the groups of animals and the difference

between vertebrates and invertebrates.

ARABIC ASSEMBLY

This week the

students of Grade

3 and 4

participated in

the Arabic

assembly. There

was also an

Arabic quiz held

for Grades 1 to 4.

The assembly

proved to be

fruitful and

extremely

informative. We

are enthralled of

the confidence

the students are

blazing with these

days during

assemblies.



BOOK FAIR

Building reading skills is

extremely important for

children in their primary

level and equally

important for parents to

support children's reading

and learning success at

school. We had

organized a book fair for

4 days from 6th – 9th June

and we thank parents for

encouraging their child to

buy books of their choice

and by making the best

use of this book fair.

EXHIBITION - INNOFEST

4th June’16 marked yet another day a creative and innovative

execution of student’s creativity. While the whole NMS was

engaged in PCM, few students from Grade3 and 4 took lead in

showcasing the Social Studies Primary department exhibition.

These confident young presenters spoke about progression of UAE

seen from the olden times to that of the present modern era. The

whole presentation was drawn on sand with small 3D miniatures of

camel, palm tree, dhow boat, oasis, RTA of UAE, building, Dubai

airport and flights. The students as well as parents thoroughly

enjoyed admiring the innovative and creative piece of art put up

by the Social Studies Primary team.


